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Abstract. Let G be a finite dimensional locally compact group with compact quotient
GlGs.We prove that tt GlGo is an abstract periodic group, then the maximal periodic
subgroups of G are divided in a finite number ofconjugacy classes.

1. Introduction

The periodic subgroups are ofinterest both in abstract group theory and in topo-
logical group theory. Many interesting results concerning periodic groups were
obtained in [3], [4], [6], [8]. One of the most important problems is a classification
of the maximal periodic subgroups under conjugation.

In [5], V. P. Platonov and Nguyen Quoc Thi studied this problem for the finite
dimensional locally compact groups with a finite number of connected compo-
nents. In this work, we prove the following result, which contains the main result
in [5] as a particular case.

Theorem. Let G be afinite dimensional locally compqct group with compact quotient
Gf Gs, where Gs denotes the connected component of i/entity of G. If Gf Gs is an
abstract periodic group, then in G there are only afinite number of conjugacy clastes
of maximal periodic subgroups.

2. Proofofthe Theorem

Following [5], if P is a maximal periodic subgroup of G, then P is compact. By
virtue of the well-known Cartan-Maltsev-Iwasawa theorem. the maximal com-
pact subgroups of G are conjugate , so we can assume that G is a compact group.

In the case when GlGs is a finite group, our theorem is exactly the main
theorem in [5].

Now let G be a compact group with infinite abstract periodic quotient Gf Gs
where Gs is a Lie group.
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First, we show that there exists in G a noflnal subgroup K such that GIK is a
Lie group. Indeed, following [9] there exists in G a totally disconnected normal
subgroup 1( such that GIK is a Lie group, due to our assumption that dimG is
finite. Pose H : Go o K. Then H is a totally disconnected normal subgroup of Gs,
and therefore, H is a finite Abelian group. We prove that K is an abstract periodic
group. Suppose that x is an arbitrary element of K. Since GlGs is an abstract
periodic group, we can assert that xn e Gg for each integer n. Since K is a group
and x e K, we must have xn e K, and therefore, xn e fI. As mentioned, H is a
finite group, therefore, the order of element x must be finite. Hence, K is an
abstract periodic group. According to [5], the maximal periodic subgroups of GIK
are divided into a finite number of conjugacy classes.

Suppose Mt to be a maximal periodic subgroup of Lie grotp GlK. Denote
ll :Q-t(M'), thepreimageof M' underthenaturalepimorphism Q: G ---, Gf K.

Remark first that, since the maximal periodic subgroups M' are divided in a
finite number of conjugacy classes in GlK, so are the subgroups of type
M : A-1(M',) in G.

Suppose that x is an arbitrary elenrent of M. Since Mt is an abstract periodic
subgroup of Gf K, there exists an integer number n such that x" eK. Then as
previously mentioned, since K is an abstract periodic group, there exists an integer
/ such that (*")' : e and, therefore, the order of element .x must be finite. Hence,
M is a periodic subgroup. Since M' is a maximal periodic subgroup of Gf K, M is
a maximal periodic subgroup G. Hence, the number of classes of maximal periodic
subgroups of G is equal to the number of classes of maximal periodic subgroups of
GI K.

Finally, suppose Go is a connected compact group such that the quotient
GlGs is an abstract periodic group. Remark that dimG is finite. Following [9],
there exists in G a totally disconnected normal subgroup "I such that GIJ is a
Lie group. Put ,L : G0 n "/. The group I is compact and totally disconnected.
Therefore, .L is contained in the center of Gs. We have the isomorphic topological
groups

GoJIJ  x  Gs/ (GsoJ) .

Since GsJ I J is a closed subgroup of a Lie group Gf J, Gol (Go^ "r) : Gsl L is a
Lie group. It is easy to see that GslL is the connected component of the identity of
Gf L, andin GIL the maximalperiodic subgroups are divided into a finite number
of conjugacy classes.

Denote by t, G ---+ G/L the natural epimorptrism. Suppose N'is a maximal
periodic subgroup of group GIL and set N : ,lt-'(N').

If N is a totally disconnected group, then N/Ns : N l{e} is an abstract peri-
odic group. Hence, N is a maximal periodic subgroup of G.

If lro + {e}, then,Mj is a torus of N'; see [5].
Denote P: rl,l 1v' : N ---+ N'. Since ry' is an open epimorphism, p(l/s) is the con-

nected component of identity of N', and therefore, p(No) : No. Sittce N' is a
periodic subgroup of Gf L, it follows from [5] thatp(Ns) is a torus.

Suppose I is now a maximal torus of Ns, thenp(Z) is a maximal torus of No,
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and therefore.

pQ):F, i :p( t ro)

Remark that Kerp n No : No n L. It is easy to see that Ns n L is a compact
and totally disconnected subgroup and therefore, is contained in the center ofNs.
Hence ,  T :No ,  so  d imZ :d imNo  i s  f i n i t e  andT l (Ln I )  :F0 / (F0nZ)  i s  a
Lie group. Since Z oT: LoNs is a compact totally disconnected subgroup of
the finite dimensional torus Z, L n T is a finite group and therefore, Z is a Lie
group.

In this case, the connected component of identity of N is a Lie group No : I,
and hence, the maximal periodic subgroup of N are divided into a finite number of
conjugacy classes.

Note that if l( and Nl are conjugate in GIL then r/-l(t'/i) and rlt-t(Ni) are
also conjugate in G. Hence, the maximal periodic subgroups of G are divided into
a finite number of conjugacy classes. The proof is complete.

3. The Maximal Periodic Subgroups Satisfying the Minimal Condition
for Closed Abelian Subgroups

In this section, we consider the following condition, which will be called the min-
imal condition:

Euery strictly diminishing sequence of closed Abelian subgroups

A t  -  A z  I  . . .  I  A n 2  . . .

stabilized in some finite step.

Corollary l. Let C be a locally compact group with compact quotient GlGy. If G
satisfies the minimal condition for closed Abelian subgroups, then the maximal
periodic subgroups of G are diuided into afinite number of conjugacy classes.

Proof. LeL g be an arbitrary element of G. Because G is a compact grolrp satisfying
the minimal condition for closed Abelian subgroups, we conclude that {g} l{g}, is
also a compact Abelian totally disconnected group satisfying the minimal con-
dition for closed Abelian subgroups. Since in each totally disconnected compact
Abelian group there exists, a topological base at identity, consisting of open
normal subgroups, the group {S}l{S}o must be finite. There exists, therefore, an
integer m such that g* e Gs. Hence, G I Gs is a periodic group. According to f7f, Gs
is a Lie group and hence dim Gs is finite. Since G/G6 is a totally disconnected
compact group, din(G/Gs):0. Hence, dimG must be finite. Following our
theorem, the maximal periodic subgroups are divided into a finite number of
conjugacy classes. The corollary is proved.

Proposition. Let G be a finite dimensional locally compact with periodic compact
quotient GlG0. If G is a soluable projectiue group, then the maximal periodic sub-
groups of G are conjugate.
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Proof. By [5] and the well-known theorem of Cartan-Maltsev-Iwasawa, we can
assnme that G is a compact group.

First, we prove that Ge is a solvable group.
By virtue of the Yamabe theorem [10],

Go : lim 1Gfl,V*O,u < p) ,

where G! are the connected solvable projective Lie groups. Therefore, Gfl are the
solvable groups and hence, Gs is the solvable group. Moreover, since G is a com-
pact group, Gs is also a compact group and hence, Gs is a torus. Pose Go : T.

LeI GIT be a finite group. Suppose Ty isthe maximal periodic subgroup of Z.
Consider G- : G I Tu and T" : T I Tu. If G. f T* x G f T, then G* f T* is a finite
group. Since G*/7* has no nontrival periodic element, we have that G* : M*.7*,
M* oT*: {e*}, and maximal periodic subgroups are conjugate in G*. If M:
q-r(M-) is a maximal periodic subgroup of G, where q: G ---+ G* is a canonical
projection, then the maximal periodic subgroups of G are conjugate [6].

Let G be a Lie group. If GlGo is a totally disconnected Lie group, then GlGs
must be a finite group. Therefore, maximal periodic subgroups are conjugate.

In the general case, we remark that dimG is finite. According to [9], there exists
in G a totally disconnected normal subgroup K such that GIK is a Lie group. By
similar arguments (see the proof of the theorem), we conclude that the maximal
periodic subgroups of G are conjugate. I

From this proposition and Corollary 1, we derive the following.

Corollary 2. Let G be a locally compact group with compact quotient GlGo. If G is
a soluable projectiue group satisfying the minimal condition for closed Abelian sub-
groups, then the maximal periodic subgroups of G are conjugate.
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